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In rheumatoid arthritis (RA), immunological triggers at mucosal sites, such as the gut microbiota, may promote autoimmunity that affects joints. Here, we used discovery-based proteomics to detect HLA-DR–presented peptides in synovia or peripheral blood mononuclear cells and identified 2 autoantigens, N-acetylglucosamine-6-sulfatase (GNS) and filamin A (FLNA), as targets of T and B cell responses in 52% and 56% of RA patients, respectively. Both GNS and FLNA were highly expressed in synovia. GNS appeared to be citrullinated, and GNS antibody values correlated with anti–citrullinated protein antibody (ACPA) levels. FLNA did not show the same results. The HLA-DR–presented GNS peptide has marked sequence homology with epitopes from sulfatase proteins of the Prevotella sp. and Parabacteroides sp., whereas the HLA-DR–presented FLNA peptide has homology with epitopes from proteins of the Prevotella sp. and Butyrivibrio sp., another gut commensal. Patients with T cell reactivity with each self-peptide also had responses to the corresponding microbial peptides, and the levels were directly correlated. Furthermore, HLA-DR molecules encoded by shared-epitope (SE) alleles were predicted to bind these self- and microbial peptides strongly, and these responses were more common in RA patients with SE alleles. Thus, sequence homology between T cell epitopes of 2 self-proteins and a related order of gut microbes may provide a link between mucosal and joint immunity in patients with RA.

Introduction

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is an HLA class II–associated autoimmune disease, in which arthritogenic T cells drive the progressive inflammation and destruction of synovial joints (1). Both genetic and environmental factors are thought to contribute to disease development and progression. The greatest genetic risk factor is HLA-DRB1–susceptibility alleles that share a 5–amino acid sequence in the B1 chain, termed the RA shared epitope (SE) (2). HLA-DRB1 SE alleles largely influence the development of seropositive RA, which is defined by positive tests for rheumatoid factor (RF) and/or anti–citrullinated protein antibodies (ACPAs) (3), the latter being the only known specific autoantibodies for this disease (4–6). RF and/or ACPAs may develop years before the onset of clinical arthritis (7–9), suggesting that autoimmunity may be triggered at sites other than joints in patients with RA.

Causative environmental factors are less well characterized. However, T cell epitope mimicry between microbial pathogens and self-proteins has been implicated as a possible factor in the induction or exacerbation of autoimmune disease (10–12). In addition, alteration of the oral or gut microbiota may affect mucosal immunity, inducing aberrant immune responses that affect joints in patients with RA (13, 14). Using high-throughput sequenc-

With this approach, we recently identified an HLA-DR–presented peptide from a 27-kDa protein of P. copri (Pc-p27), which stimulated T and B cell responses in approximately 40% of patients with RA, but not in patients with other rheumatic diseases or in healthy controls (HCs) (25). Using the same methodolo-
gy, we report here the identification of 2 previously unidentiﬁed autoantigens, N-acetylglucosamine-6-sulfatase (GNS) and ﬁlamin A (FLNA) that are targets of T and B cell responses and appear to be speciﬁc for RA. Both autoantigens are highly expressed in inﬂamed synovial tissue; they share homologous T cell epitopes with Prevotella and several other gut microbes, and they are targets of speciﬁc T and B cell responses in patients with RA, providing evidence that may link immune responses to microbial peptides from gut commensals and autoimmune responses affecting joints.

Results
Identification of naturally presented HLA-DR peptides (T cell epitopes). In a recent study (20), we identiﬁed HLA-DR–presented peptides in synovial tissue, SFMCs, and PBMCs from 5 patients with RA using LC-MS/MS, and the immunogenicity of the peptides was determined using patients’ samples in enzyme-linked immunoassays (ELISpot) assays. The ﬁndings from 1 patient (referred to here as RA1) were of particular interest. She had classic, seropositive RA, with severe symmetrical polyarthritis, a positive test for ACPAs, and 2 copies of SE alleles (HLA-DRB1*0401 and *0101). In this patient, an immunogenic HLA-DR–presented peptide derived from a Prevotella protein (Pc-p27) was identiﬁed from the patient’s PBMCs (25). We then showed that approximately 40% of patients with RA have T and/or B cell responses to Pc-p27 or to the whole Prevotella organism (25).

In patient RA1, 2 immunogenic HLA-DR–presented human self-peptides derived from GNS and FLNA were also identiﬁed from her synovial tissue, and the same FLNA peptide was also found in her PBMCs (20). The HLA-DR–presented peptide derived from GNS was predicted to be promiscuous, binding to 24 of the 25 HLA-DR molecules modeled in the program TEPITOPE (26), and the FLNA-derived peptide was predicted to bind 9 of the 25 HLA-DR molecules. With both peptides, this included binding by HLA-DR molecules encoded by SE alleles *0101, *0401, *0404, and *0405. Neither the GNS protein, nor the FLNA protein, nor the Prevotella protein had previously been noted to be antigens in RA.

T cell reactivity to GNS and FLNA peptides. To determine the immunogenicity of HLA-DR–presented peptides and their source proteins more broadly, we have developed a cohort of NORA patients seen prior to commencing therapy with disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs), which is a time when immune responses would be expected to be most robust. For comparison, we tested samples from patients with Lyme arthritis (LA) and from HC subjects. HLA-DR typing showed that 60% of the 40 RA patients had SE alleles, and 50% of the 10 LA patients and 42% of the 15 healthy subjects also had SE alleles. Nevertheless, since the patients and HCs had a range of different HLA-DR alleles, and since cell numbers are limited in human patients, our initial approach for determining T cell responses in multiple individuals consisted of pooling the original peptide with 3 additional peptides from the same protein that are predicted by the program TEPITOPE to be promiscuous HLA-DR binders (26).

In addition, because of a limited number of cells, we did not include the testing of irrelevant control peptides in these experiments. However, we have previously shown that patients with RA do not have reactivity to peptides derived from endothelial cell growth factor (ECGF) or MMP-10 peptides (21, 23). These autoantigens in LA are irrelevant in RA.

When PBMCs from 40 patients with NORA were stimulated with the GNS peptides, we found that 14 of the 40 patients (35%) secreted levels of IFN-γ that were greater than 3 SD above the mean value for HCs (P = 0.006), as determined by an IFN-γ/IL-17 double-color ELISpot assay (Figure 1A). In comparison, PBMCs from patients with LA lacked reactivity to these peptides (P = 0.005). When FLNA peptides were used to stimulate PBMCs from the same set of patients and control subjects, 17 of the 40 patients with NORA (42%) had IFN-γ levels that were greater than 3 SD above the mean value for HCs (P = 0.001) and for patients with LA (P = 0.0005) (Figure 1B). In patients with RA, the predominant response to stimulation with both peptide sets was a Th1-type response with IFN-γ secretion, whereas PBMCs from only 3 RA patients secreted IL-17 (data not shown). Altogether, 21 of the 40 patients (52%) had T cell reactivity to GNS and/or FLNA peptides, and 10 (25%) had reactivity to both.

B cell reactivity to GNS and FLNA proteins. Since the role of CD4+ T cells would likely be to help B cells produce autoantibodies against GNS or FLNA, we examined IgG levels for these proteins in serum samples from patients with RA and control group subjects. Since sera (but not PBMCs) were also available from patients with chronic RA (CRA), testing was done in 48 NORA patients and 53 CRA patients. Because the results were similar in both groups, they are presented together here.

Of the 101 patients with RA, 32 (32%) had IgG antibody responses against GNS that were greater than 3 SD above those

---

**Figure 1. T cell reactivity to GNS and FLNA peptides in RA patients and comparison group subjects.** In initial experiments, (A) PBMCs from patients with RA or LA or from HC subjects were stimulated with a pool of 4 peptides, including the single GNS HLA-DR–presented peptide isolated from the synovial tissue of patient RA1, and 3 predicted promiscuous HLA-DR–binding peptides from GNS (1 μM each). (B) PBMCs from patients and HCs were incubated with a pool of 4 peptides, including the single FLNA HLA-DR–presented peptide identified from the synovial tissue and PBMCs from patient RA1, and 3 predicted promiscuous HLA-DR–binding peptides from FLNA (1 μM each). In each assay, a positive control (phytohemagglutinin) and a negative control (no peptide) were included. The amount of IFN-γ secretion, as determined by an ELISpot assay, is shown. A positive response was deﬁned as greater than 3 SD above the mean value for HCs (area above the shaded region). The values for patient RA1 are indicated with a star. Horizontal lines represent the mean values for each group. P values were determined by unpaired, 2-tailed t test with Welch’s correction. SFU, spot-forming units per million PBMCs.
In HCs (P < 0.0001) (Figure 2A). In contrast, none of the 106 patients with other diseases, including those with LA, spondyloarthritis (SpA), or connective tissue diseases (CTD), and none of the 50 HC subjects had positive IgG antibody responses against the protein (in each instance, P < 0.0001). Similarly, 27 of the 101 (27%) patients with RA had levels of IgG antibodies against FLNA that were greater than 3 SD above those in HCs (P < 0.0001), whereas only 2 patients with CTD had borderline positive IgG antibody responses against FLNA, and none of the other control subjects had positive responses (Figure 2B). Altogether, 48 (48%) of the 101 RA patients had IgG autoantibodies against GNS and/or FLNA, and 10 (10%) had IgG reactivity against both proteins.

Because autoimmune processes in RA may be triggered at mucosal sites, we also tested the levels of IgG antibodies against GNS and FLNA in serum samples from patients and control subjects. Of the 101 patients with RA, 16 (16%) had elevated IgG antibody responses against GNS that were greater than 3 SD above those in HCs (P < 0.0001) (Figure 2C). In contrast, of the 106 patients with other rheumatic diseases and the 50 HC subjects, 27 (27%) patients with RA had levels of IgG antibodies against FLNA (P < 0.0001). Correlation of antibody responses against P. copri, GNS, and FLNA. Using these same serum samples (25), we have previously tested IgG and IgA antibody responses against 2 RA-associated bacteria, P. copri, a gut microbe, and Porphyromonas gingivalis, a periodontal pathogen (27). Antibody responses against P. copri were found in 32% of RA patients, but were absent in patients with other CTDs, SpA, or LA, as well as in healthy subjects (25). Therefore, using these data, we correlated IgG and IgA antibody responses against these 2 organisms with the GNS and FLNA antibody responses determined here. In patients with RA, the levels of anti-GNS IgG and IgA antibodies strongly correlated with P. copri antibody responses (P = 0.002 and P < 0.0001, respectively), and we found a similar correlation between anti-FLNA IgG and IgA antibody responses and P. copri antibodies (P < 0.0001 and P < 0.0001) (Figure 3A). In contrast, anti-GNS and anti-FLNA IgG or IgA levels did not correlate with P. gingivalis antibody responses (Figure 3B). Additionally, we observed no correlations among these parameters in healthy subjects. Thus, in RA patients, the higher the IgG or IgA antibody responses against P. copri, the greater the autoantibody responses against these autoantigens.

Testing of citrullinated GNS and FLNA proteins. Because citrullinated autoantigens are thought to play a central role in RA, particularly in patients with SE alleles, we investigated whether autoantibody responses against GNS or FLNA were greater when these proteins were citrullinated. For this purpose, the native proteins to GNS peptides, 11 (79%) had IgG and/or IgA antibody responses against the GNS protein. Among the 17 patients who had T cell reactivity to the FLNA peptides, 6 (35%) had IgG and/or IgA antibody responses against the FLNA protein. Thus, T and B cell concordance was greater with GNS than with FLNA.

Correlation of antibody responses against P. copri, GNS, and FLNA. When IgG and IgA responses were considered together, 48 of the 101 patients with RA (48%) had IgG antibody responses against GNS and/or FLNA; 21 (21%) had IgA responses against 1 or both of the proteins; and 56 (55%) had IgG and/or IgA responses against the proteins. Of the 14 patients who had T cell responses
patients’ inflamed joints, one would predict that the protein would be present at high concentrations there. For this purpose, we measured GNS and FLNA protein concentrations in serum samples from the 101 patients with RA and in synovial fluid (SF) from 17 patients for whom such samples were available. The levels of GNS were higher in the serum of RA patients than in the control groups ($P \leq 0.002$) (Figure 5A), and in RA patients, the levels of this protein tended to be higher in SF than in serum. Similarly, FLNA protein levels were significantly higher in the serum of RA patients than in HCs ($P < 0.0001$), but in RA patients, FLNA protein levels in SF and serum were similar (Figure 5B).

To gain further insight into the protein abundance and distribution, synovial tissues from 10 patients, 4 with RA and 3 each with LA or osteoarthritis (OA), were stained for expression of GNS and FLNA, using immunohistologic methods. GNS showed a fine, reticular pattern in and around endothelial cells in 3 of the 4 patients with RA, but not in those with LA or OA (Figure 6). We observed that FLNA was intensely expressed in the tunica muscularis around blood vessels and in large or elongated cells, presumably synoviocytes, and it was also faintly expressed in the extracellular matrix. We detected FLNA expression in all RA patients, lesser staining in 2 of the LA patients, but no staining in the OA patients (Figure 6). Thus, in RA, these 2 proteins were present in inflamed synovial tissue, particularly around blood vessels, where they could become targets of autoimmune responses.

Sequence homology between T cell epitopes of microbial and self-peptides. In an effort to determine whether T cell epitope mimicry may play a role in linking Prevotella reactivity with GNS and FLNA autoimmune responses, the sequence of each of the 2 self-peptides isolated from patient RA1 was used first to search for regions of similarity with any microbial protein using the
microbial protein database in BLASTP (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool, protein) (https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi). For both self-peptides, Prevotella spp. peptides were among the top sequences producing significant alignment, specifically in areas predicted to be in the HLA-DR-binding groove. Therefore, we refined the search for sequence similarity by screening only microbial sequences from Prevotellaceae (NCBI Entrez Genome taxid:171552). To evaluate sequence homology, self- and microbial peptides were aligned using the program Clustal Omega (28).

The peptide derived from GNS had 67% sequence homology with a peptide from the Prevotella arylsulfatase protein (WP.062433009) (Figure 7A), which was predicted by CELLO software to have a periplasmic location (29). Importantly, the major area of homology for this microbial peptide was restricted to amino acids predicted to be in the HLA-DR-binding groove (Figure 7A). For the Prevotella peptide, 5 of the 9 amino acids were identical to one of the predicted binding registers (P1 = the first F) in the GNS peptide. Moreover, the peptides shared amino acid identity at the P1, P4, and P6 sites, which are critical for peptide binding, as well as in the flanking regions at each end of the peptide, which also influence peptide binding (Figure 7A). The FLNA peptide had 80% identity with a peptide derived from an uncharacterized Prevotella protein (WP_028897633) (Figure 7A), which was predicted to have an extracellular location (a secreted protein). Moreover, the major area of homology was again found in the HLA-DR–binding groove, where 7 of the 9 amino acids were identical in the Prevotella and FLNA peptides, and the remaining 2 amino acids had conserved properties (Figure 7A).

For comparison, we analyzed the GNS and FLNA sequences for homology with P. gingivalis, a periodontal pathogen of interest in RA, using Porphyromonadaceae (taxid:171551) as the reference database in the BLASTP search. However, we found no homology between P. gingivalis and GNS or FLNA sequences. P. gingivalis also stimulates antibody responses in the subgroup of RA patients who have periodontal disease (27, 30), but there is little overlap between RA patients with P. gingivalis antibodies and those with P. copri antibodies (25).

Instead, among the Porphyromonadaceae, the GNS epitope had partial sequence similarity with a peptide from the periplasmic protein N-acetylgalactosamine-6-sulfatase of the Parabacter-
address whether patients had reactivity to these self-epitopes and of the two major phyla of gut commensal organisms.

When cells were stimulated with the GNS peptide or each of the 2 corresponding microbial peptides (1 derived from Prevotella and the other from Parabacteroides), we found Th1 cell reactivity to all 3 peptides. Of the 24 RA patients, 8 (33%) had T cell reactivity to the GNS peptide, 9 (38%) showed responses to the Prevotella peptide, and 6 (25%) had reactivity to the Parabacteroides peptide, all of which were responses that were 3 SD or more above the mean values for HCs (Figure 7B). Of the 8 patients who had reactivity to the GNS peptide, 7 also had responses to the microbial peptides. When PBMCs were incubated with the FLNA peptide, 9 of the 24 patients with RA (38%) had T cell responses, 10 (42%) showed reactivity to the corresponding Prevotella peptide, and 7 (29%) had responses to the Butyricimonas peptide (Figure 7B). Furthermore, all 9 patients with reactivity to the FLNA peptide also had responses to the microbial peptides. Thus, except for 1 patient, the same patients who had reactivity to the GNS and/or FLNA peptides also had responses to the corresponding microbial peptides. Additionally, among the microbial peptides, we observed a trend toward a higher percentage of patients who had reactivity to the Prevotella peptides than to the other gut commensals.

Moreover, when the magnitude of the T cell responses to each self-peptide was correlated with that of the corresponding microbial peptides, the responses to the GNS or FLNA peptide strongly correlated with reactivity to each of the 2 microbial peptides (in each instance, P < 0.0001) (Figure 7, C and D). Therefore, the stronger the response to the microbial peptides, the greater the response to the self-peptide. In contrast, PBMCs from 10 HC subjects did not show a correlation with any of the self- or microbial peptides (Figure 7, C and D).

Of the 24 RA patients tested with the single peptides of GNS and FLNA (Figure 7), 17 were initially analyzed for T cell reactivity to pools of 4 peptides derived from these proteins (Figure 1). Only 4 of the 17 patients responded to the pool of peptides and not to the single peptide, suggesting that the majority of patients had reactivity to the single epitope. Only 2 of the 17 patients responded to the single peptides, but failed to respond to the peptide pools.

Using an in silico prediction method (Immune Epitope Database [IEDB] Analysis Resource tool; http://tools.immuneepitope.org/mhcii/), the GNS peptide and the corresponding microbial peptides were predicted to bind HLA-DR molecules encoded by SE alleles with significantly higher affinity than non-SE alleles (Figure 8A). In addition, there was a trend toward greater affinity of SE binding of the FLNA peptide and the corresponding microbial peptides (Figure 8B). Of the 24 patients with RA, 15 (62%) had SE alleles. Consistent with the IEDB binding predictions, 9 of 11 patients (82%) with self- and microbial T cell reactivity had SE alleles compared with 5 of 13 patients (38%) without T cell responses to these antigens (P = 0.05). Thus, patients who had reactivity to the self-peptides often responded to the corresponding microbial peptides; the magnitude of the self-responses showed a significant correlation with the microbial responses, and these were more frequent in patients with SE alleles.
Discussion

RA is an HLA class II–associated autoimmune disease in which mucosal immunity, often resulting from interaction with oral or gut microbes or from inhaled antigens in the lung, is hypothesized to cause autoimmune phenomena leading to joint inflammation and damage. However, the factors linking mucosal immunity to autoimmunity in joints have been unclear. In this study in which HLA-DR–presented peptides were identified directly from patients’ synovial tissue or PBMCs, 2 previously unidentified self-antigens, GNS and FLNA, were shown to be targets of T and B cell responses in 52% and 56% of RA patients, respectively. Importantly, the GNS and FLNA HLA-DR–presented T cell epitopes have considerable sequence homology with Prevotella epitopes and with similar epitopes from several related gut commensals belonging to the same order, particularly in areas predicted to be in the HLA-DR-binding groove. Moreover, T cell responses to the corresponding microbial and self-peptides were strongly correlated, suggesting that T cell epitope mimicry may provide a potential link between mucosal immunity and immune responses in affected joints. Moreover, GNS and FLNA autoantibodies correlated with P. copri antibody responses. This finding might also be due to cross-reactive Prevotella and host protein B cell epitopes, but we currently lack the recombinant microbial proteins to test this hypothesis directly. Alternatively, this correlation might simply be a reflection of T cell help resulting from T cell epitope mimicry.

The presence of natural IgM, IgG, or IgA autoantibodies has been reported in the serum of normal control subjects and is characterized by broad reactivity to self- and microbial antigens (33, 34). However, our findings cannot be explained simply by nonspecific physiological responses. First, GNS and FLNA autoanti-
bodies were increased specifically in a large subgroup of patients with RA, and not in patients with other rheumatic diseases or in HCs. Second, these self-autoantibodies correlated strongly with P. copri antibodies, but not with P. gingivalis antibodies. Third, patients with RA, but not healthy subjects, often had both T and B cell responses to these self-antigens. For control of the microbiota, the generation of specific, high-affinity IgA antibody responses requires T and B cell interactions (35), whereas the “natural” antibody pool consists primarily of low-affinity polyreactive IgA antibodies, whose production is independent of T cell help (36–38).

Currently, the only known antibody responses that are specific for RA are directed against citrullinated proteins, in particular against enolase, vimentin, and fibronectin (39). Moreover, there is hypercitrullination of a range of proteins in the joints of many patients with RA (40). In our study, the GNS protein appeared to be citrullinated in vivo, and antibodies against it correlated with ACPA levels, whereas levels of antibodies against the FLNA protein, which did not appear to be citrullinated, did not correlate with ACPA levels. Moreover, HLA-DR molecules encoded by RA SE alleles bound the GNS peptide and, to a lesser degree, the FLNA peptide with higher affinity than did non-SE alleles, and SE alleles largely influence the generation of ACPAs (3).

Both FLNA and GNS self-antigens, which are often highly expressed in RA synovial tissue, represent good autoimmune targets. GNS is an enzyme located in lysosomes and is involved in the degradation and recycling of different molecules, such as glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) (https://ghr.nlm.nih.gov/gene/GNS), a major component of joint cartilage and other soft connective tissues (41). FLNA is a ubiquitous, fundamental protein for building the cell cytoskeleton and organizing the extracellular matrix (42). In addition, FLNA is required for cell-cell contact in vascular development (43). Consistent with its function, we found that FLNA protein was especially prominent in the tunica muscularis around blood vessels in RA synovial tissue and was also faintly expressed in the extracellular matrix. However, it is not yet clear why the GNS protein was seen only in a reticular pattern around blood vessels. Nevertheless, the important point is that both host proteins would be available for HLA-DR presentation in synovial tissue and both represent potential targets for autoimmune responses.

High-throughput sequencing of stool samples in 2 studies of RA patients showed gut dysbiosis (13, 14), and 1 study reported overexpansion of Prevotella spp., particularly P. copri (13). However, little is known about potential bowel pathology in RA. The major limitation of our study is the lack of specific information about pathology or immune responses in the bowel. Our study of patients with NORA was originally intended as a study of mouth flora and periodontal disease (30), and, therefore, the collection of stool samples was not a part of our protocol. Nevertheless, the finding of gut dysbiosis favoring Prevotella (13), the identification of P. copri as an immune-relevant bacterium in RA (25), and the finding here of specific T and B cell responses to Prevotella and corresponding GNS and FLNA epitopes suggest that mucosal immune responses in the gut may be a part of the disease in a sizable subgroup of RA patients. Although DMARD therapy may resolve dysbiosis (14) and P. copri overexpansion (13), immune reactivity to the organism, once triggered, appeared to persist or even increase in patients with CRA who were taking these medications. In contrast, patients with SpA or postinfectious, antibiotic-refractory LA, which may also be treated with DMARDS, did not have reactivity to this organism (25).

Taken together, our studies highlight a possible mechanism linking gut and joint inflammation. We hypothesize that dysbiosis or low-grade gut inflammation may compromise the mucosal barrier and result in leakage of commensal organisms, leading to activation of lymphocytes targeting microbial antigens. Here, we provide evidence that T cell epitopes of a related order of gut microbes, particularly Prevotella spp., may cross-react with self-epitopes of highly expressed proteins in joints, especially in patients with SE alleles. T cells activated by microbial peptides at the mucosal surface may then home to inflamed joints and cross-react with homologous self-antigens. In addition, as we have previously reported (25), commensal organisms or their remnants or microbe-activated antigen-presenting cells (APCs) may occasionally home to joints, where they further amplify joint inflammation and restimulate self-reactive T cells. Thus, an initial trigger in the gut mucosa may activate cross-reactive microbial immune responses that have the potential to shift to an autoimmune phenotype at sites where the homologous self-antigens are expressed. Even though proof of cross-reactivity will require the cloning of single T cells, the prominence of homologous epitopes among gut microbes and epitopes from 2 self-proteins in synovial tissue, the greater affinity of HLA-DR molecules encoded by SE alleles in binding these epitopes, and the demonstration that RA
patients often have T cell responses to corresponding microbial and self-epitopes suggest the potential for these immune responses to have a role in RA pathogenesis. We do not think that these mechanisms are the entire explanation for the marked inflammatory and proliferative responses in the RA synovial lesion. Rather, we propose that these mechanisms play a role in linking gut and joint immune responses and in amplifying synovial inflammation in a large subgroup of RA patients.

Although knowledge of bowel pathology is not yet clear in patients with RA, the identification of immune responses to P. copri, GNS, and FLNA has practical implications for the diagnosis and treatment of the disease. First, these immune responses appear to be specific for RA. As shown here, the addition of GNS and FLNA to standard autoantibody determinations (ACPs and RF) increased the percentage of seropositive patients from 69% to 86%, thereby improving the diagnostic support for some patients with seronegative RA, who currently lack specific markers. Furthermore, the inclusion of citrullinated GNS in a test for ACPAs may increase the sensitivity of that test. These determinations have increased in importance, because earlier treatment with DMARDs may improve long-term outcomes, whereas a lack of diagnostic markers for seronegative patients may delay appropriate DMARD treatment, leading to less favorable clinical outcomes (44, 45). Finally, in addition to DMARDs, the identification of patients with these antibody responses may allow the testing and development of adjunctive forms of treatment, such as targeted antibiotic regimens or diet alterations. Ultimately, the identification of pathogenic T cell epitopes in synovial tissue, as was done here, may make it possible to engineer blocking peptides, which would limit autoimmune stimulation and ameliorate these presumably disadvantageous autoimmune responses.

Methods

Patients and control subjects. The 101 patients in this study met the American College of Rheumatology and the European League Against Rheumatism Collaborative Initiative criteria for the diagnosis of RA (46). Of these 101 patients, 49 had NORA for 12 months or less and had not yet been treated with DMARDs. The remaining 52 patients had CRA of more than 1 year’s duration (usually for many years), often had not yet been treated with DMARDs. The RA patients’ PBMCs were stimulated with the pool of peptides, synovial tissue and PBMCs were obtained from patient RA1, who was undergoing arthroscopic synovectomy. To test the implicated peptides in a large subgroup of RA patients.

The RA patients’ PBMCs were stimulated with the pool of peptides and analyzed for reactivity to a human IFN-γ/IL-17 Double-Color ELISpot Kit (Cellular Technology Ltd.). All peptides (1 μM) were tested in duplicate wells, as were positive (phothoheamagglutinin) and negative (no antigen) control samples. After 5 days, cells were transferred to ELISpot plates coated with IFN-γ/IL-17 antibodies and incubated overnight. Images of wells were captured using an ImmunoSpot Series 3B Analyzer (Cellular Technology Ltd.), and spots were counted using ImmunoSpot software. A positive T cell response was defined as 3 SD above the mean value for HC subjects.

ELISA for serum IgG and IgA anti-GNS and anti-FLNA autoantibodies. ELISA plates were coated with 0.5 μg/ml rhGNS (Novoprotein) or rhFLNA (Novusbio) overnight at 4°C. Subsequent incubations and washes were performed at room temperature. After washing with PBS containing 0.05% Tween-20 (PBST), the plates were blocked with blocking buffer (5% nonfat dry milk in PBST) for 1 hour. Afterwards, 100 μl of each patient’s serum sample (diluted 50-fold) was added in duplicate wells for 1.5 hours, followed by HRP-conjugated goat anti-human IgG (sc-2453; Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc.) or HRP-conjugated goat anti-human IgA (STAR141P; Bio-Rad), and then tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) substrate (BD). For interplate standardization, 2 control samples were included with each assay.

In vitro citrullination assay. rhGNS (2 μg) or rhFLNA (2 μg) was incubated with rhPAD4 (400 ng), which was provided by Maximilian Koenig from the laboratory of Felipe Andrade (Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland, USA) in 1 M Tris (pH 7.6) in the presence of 200 mM CaCl₂. A negative control reaction was performed, substituting 200 mM CaCl₂ with 200 mM EDTA. Incubation was performed at 37°C for 3 hours. Protein citrullination was determined by anti-modified citrulline immunoblotting, according to the manufacturer’s recommendations (EMD Millipore).
Quantification of GNS and FLNA protein levels in serum and joint fluid. ELISA plates were coated with 5 μg/ml capture antibody (sc-161669 for GNS and sc-58764 for FLNA; Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc.) overnight at 4°C. Plates were then washed with PBS and blocked with PBST containing 5% milk (blocking buffer) for 1 hour. Afterwards, serum or joint fluid samples (diluted 1:10 in blocking buffer) were added in duplicate and incubated for 2 hours at room temperature. Next, a detection antibody (5 μg/ml) (SAB1410557 for GNS from Sigma-Aldrich; sc-28284 for FLNA from Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc.) was added for 2 hours. The plates were then incubated with goat anti-rabbit IgG-HRP (sc-2030; Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc.), followed by TMB substrate. For interplate standardization, 2 control samples were included on each plate.

Immunohistochemistry. Fresh-frozen synovial tissue samples were stained for GNS and FLNA proteins. After blocking, the sections were incubated with a rabbit polyclonal antibody against GNS (SAB1410557; Sigma-Aldrich) and a mouse monoclonal antibody against FLNA (sc-17749; Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc.) at 4°C overnight. For negative controls, nonspecific rabbit or mouse IgG antibodies (Sigma-Aldrich) were used. The following day, the sections were incubated with a biotinylated anti-rabbit (HK336-5R; Biogenex) or anti-mouse (HK335-5M; Biogenex) secondary antibody, peroxidase-streptavidin, and then a diaminobenzidine substrate. The slides were counterstained with Mayer’s hematoxylin and mounted with Permount Mounting Medium (Fisher Scientific). Microscopic images were obtained with a Zeiss widefield microscope.

In silico determinations of HLA-DR–binding affinity. The affinity of HLA-DR binding of the GNS, FLNA, and related microbial peptides was determined using the T cell epitope – MHC class II molecules binding prediction tool from the IEDB Analysis Resource. This tool uses different methods to predict MHC class II epitopes, including a consensus approach that combines NN-align, SMM-align, and combinatorial library methods. For the analysis, all HLA-DR alleles found in the RA cohort were analyzed, including 5 SE alleles and 9 non-SE alleles.

Statistics. Categorical data were analyzed by Fisher’s exact test, and quantitative data were analyzed using an unpaired, 2-tailed t test with Welch’s correction. Correlations were determined using Spearman’s correlation test. All analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 6 (GraphPad Software). All P values are 2-tailed. P values of 0.05 or less were considered statistically significant.

Study approval. The present study was reviewed and approved by the Human Investigations Committee at MGH (2008 to 2014). All patients and control subjects provided written informed consent prior to their participation in the study.
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